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Abstract 

Abstract 

Typically in speech analysis and recognition, segments of fixed duration are analysed 
and labelled as belonging to one of several categories. In this report it is proposed that 
instants of significant activity are identified first from the speech signal, and then 
labelled into one of the designated categories. Recently a method has been proposed 
for identification of instants of significant excitation of the vocal tract system 
[Smits 95]. These instants correspond to the instants of glottal closure in voiced speech 
and to the instants of onset of events such as bursts in other, nonvoiced, situations. In 
many nonvoiced segments such as unvoiced and silence cases, the instants occur at ran
dom times. Methods are discussed to label these instants based on analysis of signal 
data around them. Knowledge of locations and labels of the instants of significant exci
tation will enable us to process speech signals effectively, in applications such as pro
sodie manipulation [Yegnanarayana 94b] and for initia! stages of speech recognition. 
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lntroduction 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Labelling 

Speech can be considered as the output of a time-varying vocal-tract system excited by 
a time-varying excitation signal. The sources of excitation of the vocal-tract system are 
different for different types of sounds, such as voiced, fricative, stop, aspiration, etc. In 
several applications, especially in recognition, it is necessary to label segments of 
speech depending on the nature of the signal. In fact, labelling segments into broad cat
egories like voiced, unvoiced and silence would be a useful first step in many speech
processing situations, including signal-dependent analysis [Krishnamurthy 92] and 
prosodie manipulations [Yegnanarayana 94b]. 

1.2 Labelling periodic frames 

In most analysis and recognition situations adjacent segments of fixed duration (usually 
10-20 msec) are chosen as analysis frames. Each frame is assigned a label depending 
on the spectra! characteristics of the signa! within the frame. The spectra! features are 
used as a representation of the vocal-tract system characteristics in that interval. While 
in most cases of clean speech it is possible to accurately determine the labels of broad 
categories to which the segments belong, it is the remaining difficult segments for 
which there is no easy solution for labelling. And although these segments are small in 
number, they may be crucial for recognition and further processing. One of the major 
difficulties in labelling periodic, fixed-duration segments is, that some of these seg
ments may have regions belonging to two distinct categories. Also, adjacent segments 
belonging to distinct categories may diverse only slightly in their extracted spectra! 
features, as the distinctions in the categories may be mainly due to source features. The 
small differences in the spectra! features may be masked or overridden by the eff ects of 
size and position of the analysis frame with respect to the production features such as 
instants of glottal closure in voiced speech. In genera!, the problem with labelling peri
odic, fixed-duration segments is the lack of synchronization of these segments with the 
signa! and with changes in the signal. 

1.3 Labelling significant instants 

In this report the issue of labelling instants that have some significance in terms of 
source events in speech production will be addressed. To each instant a label is associ
ated, describing the behaviour of the speech frame immediately following the instant. 
The objective is to label the instants into gross categories only, namely voiced, 
unvoiced and silence. The instants in those categories will be called voiced, unvoiced 
and silence instants, respectively. The expectation is that the instants along with their 
labels can help in the analysis of speech signals for applications in speech recognition 
and synthesis. 
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lntroduction 

Recently a method has been proposed to determine the instants of significant exci
tation of the vocal-tract system from speech signals [Smits 95]. For voiced segments 
these instants correspond to the instants of glottal closure, and sometimes to the 
instants of glottal opening (which can be seen as minor instants of excitation). For 
other segments the instants correspond to the onset of events such as burst and change 
from one category of speech to another. 

It can be postulated that these instants separate the events occurring on either side 
of them, thus making it easier to choose segments of data for analysis to label the 
instants. A major departure from the conventional approach to labelling in speech is, 
that here the category of the instant at which a significant event occurs is determined, 
rather than the category of a black of data. Thus the question of having to label a black 
containing a transition from one category to another does not arise. Since the instants 
correspond to features of the source of excitation, one could say that there is emphasis 
on the source information as well in the proposed labelling scheme. This is in sharp 
contrast to most labelling schemes which use spectra! characteristics of a segment to 
determine a category, which is primarily dictated by the behaviour of the vocal-tract 
system. 

The aim of the research described in this report is to develop a method to automat
ically label the instants of significant excitation into voiced, unvoiced and silence cate
gories, and to verify our expectation that instants of significant excitation are very 
helpful in this respect. 

1.4 Labelling scheme 

In Fig. 1 the complete labelling scheme is shown, including examples of the input and 
output signals of the processing blocks involved in each step. In the first and key step 
(A), the instants of significant excitation are extracted from the input speech signal. 
The procedure for extracting these instants, which was described in [Smits 95], will be 
discussed briefly in Chapter 2. Besides discussing the theory, this Chapter will also 
give some practical suggestions for improving the extraction algorithm. 

In the second step (B), speech segments of fixed duration directly following each 
instant are analysed, producing a set of feature values that constitutes the feature vector 
for each instant. The issues of selection and extraction of these features will be dis
cussed in Chapter 3. 

In the last step (C), the instants are classified by a neural-network classifier into 
voiced, unvoiced and silence categories based on their feature vectors. The classifica
tion is done in two steps by three, simple neural networks. The classifier and classifica
tion scheme will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Finally, in Chapter 5 the performance of the classifier is evaluated. First the classi
fier is trained with data from a training set, which is manually labelled. Then the classi
fier is evaluated with data from a test set, to determine its classification ability for the 
present problem. Methods and results are discussed in this chapter. 
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FIGURE 1. labelling scheme, including examples of the input and output signals of the processing 
blocks involved in each step. 
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Instants of significant excitation 

2 Instants of significant excitation 

2.1 Introduction 

The key step in the proposed labelling scheme is the extraction of the instants of signif
icant excitation from the speech signal. In Section 2.2 the basis for the method of deter
mining these instants, which was described in [Smits 95), will be discussed. In Section 
2.3 the algorithm for obtaining instants of significant excitation in genera! will be pre
sented, and in Section 2.4 this algorithm will be applied to speech signals in specific. 
Finally, in Section 2.5 some practical suggestions will be provided to improve the algo
rithm considerably. 

2.2 Theory 

Consider a delayed ( 't) unit sample enclosed in an analysis window, as shown in 
Fig. 2a. The fourier transform (FT) of the windowed signa! is exp(-jon ). The FT 
phase function, shown in Fig. 2b, is <I> ( ro) = -ffi't , and its negative derivative ( or 
group delay), is -<!>' ( ro) = 't . Thus the phase function has a constant slope that corre
sponds with the delay of the unit sample in time domain. As the analysis window is 
moved to the left or right, the delay of the unit sample changes with respect to the onset 
of the window. Consequently, the average value of the negative derivative of the FT 

(a) 

(b) 

.1 ::: .. ,.Î ,, J -~, 
0 JO't 20 

Time 

0 Frequency rr 

~o~ Q_-)Orr • 

1-
u.. 

(c) 

Time 

Frequency 7t 

(d) 

FIGURE 2. (a) Delayed unit sample with corresponding FT phase in (b); (c) Delayed, damped 
sinusoid with corresponding FT phase in ( d). 

phase (group delay) varies as function of the position of the analysis window. This 
function is called the phase slope. If the average group delay is computed with respect 
to the centre of the analysis window, instead of the onset, then the instant of negative 
zero-crossing of the phase slope function corresponds with the delay of the unit sample 
in time domain, which is shown in Fig. 3a. 

(c) (f) 

FIGURE 3. (a) Phase slope of delayed unit sample; (b) Phase slope of delayed, damped sinusoid. 
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Now consider a delayed, damped sinusoid, as shown in Fig. 2c. The FT phase 
function for the signal is shown in Fig. 2d. The phase slope is equal to the delay of the 
damped sinusoid with respect to the position of the window. As the analysis window is 
moved, again the phase slope value varies linearly with time (Fig. 3b ). 

In genera! a minimum phase signal has the property that its average slope of the 
(unwrapped) FT phase spectrum is zero [Robinson 86]. If the signal is delayed, then 
the average slope of the phase spectrum is proportional to this delay. This is the basis 
for the proposed method for deriving the instants of significant excitation. 

2.3 Basis Algorithm 

This section describes the basis algorithm for determining the instants of significant 
excitation from the average slope of the phase spectrum of a minimum phase signal. 
The main step in the algorithm is the computation of the average slope of the 
unwrapped phase spectrum. Direct computation of the phase spectrum trough the real 
and imaginary parts of the FT of a signal results in phase values that are confined to the 
range -7t to +7t. In other words, the phase values are said to be wrapped around these 
limits. To compute the average slope from the phase spectrum, it is necessary to deter
mine the unwrapped phase values. However, since we need only the average value of 
the group delay function, we can avoid computation of the unwrapped FT phase by 
computing the group delay function directly from the windowed signal x(n). If X(ro) 
and Y( ro) are the FTs of x(n) and nx(n), respectively, then the group delay is given 
by [Oppenheim 75] 

-<l>'(ro) = 't(ro) = (XRYR+X1Y1)l(X!+x7), (1) 

where XR + jX1 = X(ro), Y R + jY1 = Y(ro) and XR, X1, Y R• Y1 E IR. 

Before computing the average value of 't( ro ), first isolated peaks in 't( ro) are removed 
by using a 3-point median filter. The complete phase slope function is computed by 
advancing the analysis window by one sample at a time, and calculating the average 
group delay value at each time instant. The negative zero-crossings of the phase slope 
function identify the instants of significant excitation. 

(a) 
1 1" 1 1.,' 11 
0 50 100 150 

Sample nr. 

2i 40i 
(c) i"f'1'~J\ 

o.. Sample nr. 

(b) 

Sample nr. 

(d)i:~~+¼( 
Sample nr. 

FIGURE 4. (a) Putse seque11ce; (b) Putse seque11ce after filtering with a11 all-polefilter and 
corresponding phase slope obtained by usi11g a window size of 60 samples (c), and /00 samples (d). 
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Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d show the phase slope functions for the output of an all-pole fil
ter (shown in Fig. 4b) excited by an pulse sequence (shown in Fig. 4a) for the window 
sizes of 100 and 60 samples, respectively. The negative zero-crossing instants of the 
phase slope function correspond to the instants of significant excitation. It can be 
inferred from Fig. 4d, that by using smaller windows it is possible to identify minor 
excitations as well. Since the group delay function is affected by truncation due to win
dowing, the phase slope function may deviate randomly from the ideal straight line, as 
can be seen in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d. However, estimation of the zero-crossing instants is 
not significantly effected by these random fluctuations. 

2.4 Using speech signals 

Due to the discrete nature of the computations in obtaining the phase slope function 
and also due to effects of window size and shape, the phase slope function for real 
speech data will show many fluctuations, which may sometimes make it difficult to 
identify the negative zero-crossing instants uniquely. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show a seg
ment of speech, unfiltered and high-pass filtered respectively. Fig. 5c shows the phase 
slope function computed for the high-pass filtered signal shown in Fig. 5b. Choosing 
the high-pass filtered signal, instead of the speech signal directly, helps in reducing the 
truncation effects of windowing, although it should be noted that the improvement is 
minor. Since we used a high-pass filter that is also minimum phase, the information 
regarding the instants of significant excitation is not altered. For the same reasons it is 

(a) 

Time 

(d) --------------L-----------'---1 ----'------1 '------L-1 l_---'------1 .,____I -'--------'--_____J_________'-------'--_____,______.~_~I ~I _ 
Time 

FIGURE 5. (a) Segment of a speech signa/; (b) Speech signa/ afterapplying pre-emphasis; ( c) Phase 
slope function of the sig11al shown i11 ( b ); ( d) Insta11ts of significa11t excitation. 
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also possible to use the residual signal of a LP analysis. In Fig. 5d the instants of nega
tive zero-crossings of the phase slope function, the instants of significant excitation, are 
shown. 

From the results of extracting instants of significant excîtation from speech sig
nals, it can be observed that in voiced segments the instants mostly coincide with the 
instants of glottal closure, and sometimes with an instant of glottal opening (which can 
be seen as a minor instant of excitation). In unvoiced and silence regions the extracted 
instants appear to be positioned randomly. 

2.5 Improvements 

The basis algorithm presented in Section 2.3 is neither efficient (fast), nor accurate 
enough in most practical situations. Therefore, some methods to improve the accuracy 
and efficiency of the basis algorithm will be discussed in this section. It will be 
assumed that information concerning the pitch period of the signal is available at any 
given time instant, although this data does not need to be very accurate. Subsection 
2.5.1 wîll discuss improvements concerning the qualîty of the algorithm, and Subsec
tion 2.5.2 concerning efficiency. 

2.5.1 Quality 

In Section 2.3 we have shown that the sensitîvity of the algorîthm for minor excîtatîon 
instants depends on the window size. More precise, the significance of the instants 
found is related to the size of the analysis window, thus a small window wîll yield a 
larger number of (less significant) instants than a large window. In voiced speech we 
usually only want to identify the moments of glottal closure, not other, secondary 
moments of excitation (like glottal openings). To accomplish this, the analysis window 
should be large enough to oversee the minor instants of excîtatîon, and small enough to 
catch all the major instants of excitation. Since the distance between instants of glottal 
closure determines the pitch period of the signal, this means that the window size 
should be related to the pitch perîod of the signal. Although in fairly monotonous 
speech it might be sufficîent to use one window size throughout the analysis, in most 
cases it is better to adjust the window size according to the pitch contour of the signal. 
Experiments have shown that window sizes of approximately 130% the pitch period 
give very good results. It should be noted that the phase slope values can change con
siderably due to changes in window size, especially in non-voiced segments. Therefore 
frequency and moment to update the window size should be chosen carefully. 

The basis algorithm uses a median filter to smooth the group delay functîon before 
it is used to calculate the phase slope. This filtering has a significant influence on the 
phase slope function, but seemed necessary considering the spikes found in the unfil
tered signal, especially near instants of significant excitatîon. However, since this filter
ing might also make the determination of the instants less accurate, we have examined 
the spikes more closely to find out what causes them and to see whether it is possible to 
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remove them in other ways. In Fig. 6a an example is shown of an unfiltered phase slope 
function. 

The spikes found near the instants of significant excitation are caused by fluctua
tions in the mean value of the windowed input signal. lt seems that the mean value of 
the windowed signal crosses zero near the instants of excitation, which effects the 
value of the group delay function at frequency zero greatly (the denominator in 
Equation 1 on page 5 gets close to zero). lf this point of the group delay function is not 
accounted for in the average value, the problem is solved, which is shown in Fig. 6b. 

The spikes that appear between instants are due to the appearance of multiple 
instants of comparable strength in the analysis window. In that case the phase spectrum 
contains high, narrow spikes, which get poorly sampled due to the finite (and small) 
number of FFT-points we use. So by increasing the number of FFT-points the spikes in 
the phase slope function can be reduced. However, since the values of the phase slope 
function between instants do not need to be accurate, it is more efficient to remove the 
spikes by filtering the group delay function, see Fig. 6c. 

Time 

Time 

()û (\ (\ (\ (\ (\ /\ /\ (\ !\ (\ /\ ;\ 
C , \TV V \T\J\]V\JVV\J\TC Time 

FIGURE 6. Phase slope functions calculated using ( a) the raw group de lay functions, (b) the raw 
group de lay functions with exclusion of the value at frequency zero, ( c) the 3-point median filtered 
group delay functions. 

2.5.2 Efficiency 

This subsection will discuss two methods to speed up the basis algorithm considerably. 
Both methods try to reduce the number of phase slope values that need to be calculated 
to find the negative zero-crossings. Basis for the improvements are the following obser
vations. 

1. In voiced segments the distance between the instants is equal to the pitch period of 
the signal. Therefore, if information concerning the pitch period is available, this 
can be used to predict the position of the next instant. 
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2. In non-voiced segments the distance between instants is random and not really 
constrained. However, in practical situations it is preferable to limit the minimum 
( and maximum) distance to some value. Since the instants in these segments are 
not very critica}, deletion of some of the instants will be no loss. 

3. The phase slope function is a slowly-varying function, and is linear near negative 
zero-crossings in especially voiced segments (see Fig. 5c). 

The easiest method for speeding up the algorithm is based on the first two observa
tions. lf information concerning the pitch period of the signal is available, then it is 
possible to skip the calculation of a number of samples of the phase slope function 
right af ter each instant. This will be called jumping. The actual number of samples to 
skip should depend on the local pitch period and on the accuracy of the pitch informa
tion. A welcome side effect of jumping is the fact that secondary instants are also likely 
to be skipped. 

The second method is mainly based on observation 3, that is, the slowly-varying 
character of the phase slope function, and the predictability of the phase slope function 
near negative zero-crossings in voiced segments. The slowly-varying character of the 
phase slope function makes it possible to use a form of interleaving or down sampling. 
So instead of calculating the phase slope at each time instant, it is only calculated once, 
for a number of consecutive samples. lf the sign of two consecutive (interleaved) sam
ples of the phase slope function changes from positive to negative, then more samples 
of the phase slope function are calculated to find the exact instant of the zero-crossing. 
Using the predictable character of the phase slope function, this can be done very 
quickly. 

The improvements discussed in this subsection make the basis algorithm much 
more efficient and also suppress locating secondary instants. lt should be noted how
ever, that many instants in non-voiced segments won't be found, and that sporadically 
an instant in voiced segments might be missed. In Appendix A the improved algorithm 
is shown. 
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3 La helling features 

3.1 Introduction 

The approach for labelling the instants of significant excitation is based on measure
ments extracted from the speech signal right after each instant. These measurement are 
called features, and the set of features calculated for each instant is called feature vec
tor. Since instants will be classified into the designated categories solely based on their 
feature vector, the choice of features has a great influence on the quality of the classifi
cation. It was one of the objectives to use features that do not depend on the nature of 
the individual sound types such as vowel and consonant types, nor significantly on the 
voice pitch information. 

Finding a suitable feature vector is not a straightforward task. Not only have the 
proper features to be found, but more importantly the right combination of features. 
Fortunately it was possible to use characteristics of the classifier to carry out an 
methodical search for an adequate combination of features. Details concerning this 
search technique will be discussed in Section 4.4. In the search process the following, 
commonly used features have been examincd [Al-Hashemy 88], [Atal 76], [Deller 93], 
[Hess 91], [Pauws 94], [Schafer 75], [Siegel 79] and [Siegel 82]. 

• Log energy of the speech signal. 
• First autocorrelation coefficient of the speech signal. 
• Zero-crossing rate of the speech signal. 
• Log energy of the residual signal (prediction error) of LP analysis. 
• First LP coefficient. 
• Ratio of high frequency (above 2 kHz) energy to low frequency (below 1.2 kHz) 

energy of the speech signal. 
• Low and high frequency energy of speech signal. 
• First cross-correlation coefficient of speech signal in consecutive frames. 
• Itakura distance of LP coefficients of consecutive frames. 
• Measure for periodicity of 3 consecutive instants. 

After examining numerous combinations it appeared that using only the first four fea
tures of the above list gave the best results, and consequently those feature were 
selected to make up the feature vector. In the next section the chosen features will be 
discussed. 

3.2 Features 

To calculate the feature vector for each instant, we have used a speech frame of 
3.75 msec (30 samples at 8 KHz sampling rate), starting at the instant of significant 
excitation. Although the frame width is not very critica!, it should be large enough to 
obtain reliable estimates of the features, and small enough to prevent interference of 
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other instants of excitation. Note that the signal immediately following an instant has 
typically a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to signals in other regions, 
which is especially true for voiced speech. For each frame we compute the following 
features (where s(n), n = l..N represents the zero-mean speech signal, r(n), n = l..N 
represents the residual signal of a LP analysis and N (= 30) is the number of samples in 
each frame). 

1. The normalized log energy of the speech signal: 

E, = Iog,(1 + ! J/<nlf 15- 1. (2) 

In our implementation, speech samples are signed, 16-bit integers, thus the value 
of Es will be limited between -1 and+ 1. Note that due to the nature of this normal
isation, pre-processing of the speech signals (such as amplitude adjustments) 
might be necessary before calculating features. It is to be expected that the value 
of Es will be high in voiced, and low in silence regions. The energy of unvoiced 
sounds is usually lower than for voiced sounds, and higher than for silence. 

2. The normalized first autocorrelation coefficient of the speech signal: 

R, = C ~: s(n)s(n + 1i} c~: s2
(n{ t: s2cn + ]) J (3) 

The value of R s is a measure for the correlation between consecutive samples. In 
voiced speech the energy is concentrated at the low frequencies, so consecutive 
samples will be highly correlated, resulting in a high value (close to unity) for R

5
• 

On the other hand, the noisy character of unvoiced sounds will result in R s values 
close to zero. The first autocorrelation coefficient may vary widely in silence 
regions, and will mainly depend on the recording characteristics. 

3. The normalized zero-crossing rate of the speech signal: 

z, = ( /. 1 J: jsgn(s(n))- sgn(s(n + I))i )- 1. (4) 

The zero-crossing rate is an indicator of the frequency at which the energy is con
centrated in the spectrum. In voiced speech the energy is concentrated at the low 
frequencies, so the zero-crossing rate will be low too. For unvoiced speech the 
value of Z

5 
will usually be much higher, since the energy of unvoiced speech is 

concentrated at the high frequencies. Again, the values obtained in silence may 
vary greatly. 

4. The normalized log energy of the residual signal (prediction error) of LP analysis: 

E, = log2(1 + t.tr'(n)}l5- I. (5) 
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The energy of the residual signal is a measure for the non-uniformity of the spec
trum. The more non-uniform the spectrum, the smaller the prediction error (with 
respect to the signal energy). Therefore, the prediction error for voiced speech will 
generally be smaller than for unvoiced speech. However, since Er is calculated for 
short frames starting at the instant of excitation, the values for Er will generally by 
higher for voiced instants, then for unvoiced instants. In silence the value of Er 
will be smallest. To calculate the residual signal, an LP order of 5 was chosen, as it 
is not too large for the frame duration of 3.75 msec, nor too small to mask impor
tant spectra! envelope information. The residual signal is computed after applying 
pre-emphasis (factor 0.9) to the speech signal. 

The distribution of instants among the feature values for the different categories is 
shown in Fig. 7. Note that all feature values are limited between -1 and+ 1. This has a 
few advantages, which will be explained in the next chapter. 

f~C~: •1 ff[•: ::1 

(c) r==::: j (ct) f • -~- : 1 

~O=C: 1 f • J -1 -o a -o.o -o.<t -o 2 o 0.2 o... o e o.e 1 -1 -o a -o.a -o., -o 2 o 0.2 o.• o Cl 0.1'11 1 

FIGU RE 7. Distribution of instants ( and cumulative) among the feature values for each category. 
Note that in (a), (b) and (c) the continuousfeature values werefirst made discrete before the 
distribution was calculated Also, for purpose of displaying, the distributions were scaled according to 
the largest peek (which was made 1 ). (a) Normalized log energy of the speech signa!; (b) Normalized 
first autocorrelation coejjicient of the speech signa!; (c) Normalized zero-crossing rate of the speech 
signa!; (d) Normalized log energy of the residual signa! (prediction error) of LP analysis. 
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Thus these four features are used as a feature vector representing the information 
at each instant. Note that the choice of these measurements helps in reducing the influ
ence of the specific spectra} shapes of each vowel and consonant type. Also the voice 
pitch does not effect any of the features significantly. Although this feature vector 
might not be the best possible choice and is certainly not the only possible choice, the 
results using this vector were satisfactory. The parameter contours for an utterance of 
speech along with manual labelling of the instants are shown in Fig. 8. 

FIGURE 8. Parameter contours for an utterance of speech alo11g with manual labels; ( a) 
Normalized log e11ergy of speech signa!; ( b) Normalized first autocorrelation coefficient of speech 
signa!; (c) Normalized zero-crossing rate of speech sig11al; (d) Normalized log energy of residual 
signa! of LP analysis; ( e) Voiced/unvoiced/silence labels of instants. 
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4 Classifier 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter features have been examined that will be used to classify the 
instants of significant excitation. The actual classification step will be discussed in this 
chapter. lt is the purpose of the classifier to uniquely identify the category an instant 
belongs to, based on the corresponding feature vector. We have chosen for a classifica
tion scheme based on neural networks, since this allows us to train the classifier and to 
easily change the complexity of the classification process, if necessary. 

First in Section 4.2 a very brief introduction will given concerning neural net
works in genera!. This section is a compilation from [Deller 93], [Haykin 94] and 
[Kamp 90]. Then in Section 4.3 the classification scheme will be presented and the 
neural networks that we applied in the classifier will be discussed. Finally in Section 
4.4 a method will be discussed to improve classification results. 

4.2 Neural networks 

Neural networks are systems made of a large number of simple computational elements 
operating in parallel; these elements are called neurons. The function of these neurons 
is primarily determined by the connection topology between the neurons, by the con
nection strengths (synaptic weights) and the type of processing performed at these 
computing elements. Although the processing performed by each individual element is 
often quite elementary, the complete system however is capable of high level functions 
such as classification, optimization and associative memory. Neural networks can be 
looked upon from two different viewpoints. On the one hand, they provide strongly 
idealized models for elucidating the basic properties and the type of processing per
formed in biologica! nervous systems. On the other hand, these models can be imple
mented as computer programs and electronic circuits in order to perform some specific 
data processing task without any reference to the biologica! systems which originally 
inspired these models. We will discuss the second type of network. 

Input 

Input layer 

FIGURE 9. Example of a multilayer, feedforward neural network. The network has 7 inputs, 4 hidden 
nodes (in 1 hidden layer) and 2 output nodes. 
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In Fig. 9 an example is shown of a multilayer,feedforward neural network, which 
is also the type of network we applied in our classifier. The arrows indicate the connec
tions between the neurons, which are denoted by the circles. Note that the neuron con
nection graph does not contain any (feedback) loops, which is also the reason that the 
network is called afeedforward neural network. A layered neural network is a network 
of neurons organized in the form of layers, and if there is more than one layer (not 
counting the input layer, since no computation is performed there), than a neural net
work is said to be multilayer. The layers between input and output layer are called hid
den layers, because usually no information concerning input and output of the neurons 
in these layers is available. 

Fundamental to the operation of a neural network are the neurons, the informa
tion-processing units. In Fig. 10 a typical model of a neuron is shown. We may identify 
the following three basic elements of the neuron model. 

1. A set of synapses or connection links, each of which is characterized by a weight 
or strength of its own, denote by Wx. Specifically, a signa! Pj at the input of syn
apse j is multiplied by the synaptic weight "'J· 

2. An adder for summing the input signals, weighted by the respective synapses of 
the neuron; the operations described here constitute a linear combiner. 

3. An activationfunction, or thresholdfunction for limiting the amplitude of the out
put of a neuron. The activation function is also referred to in the literature as a 
squashing function in that it squashes (limits) the permissible amplitude range of 
the output signal to some finite value. The activation function is usually either a 
threshold (step) function, a piecewise-linear function, or a sigmoid function. 

Activation function 

cp(.) 0 = <p(x) 

1 

FIGURE 10. Typical model of a neuron. Each input value P1 is multiplied by a corresponding weight 
value c1, and summed up. This result is then supplied to the activationfunction <p(.), which will yield 
the output of the neuron. 

The model of a neuron shown in Fig. 10 also includes an externally applied bias/ 
threshold B that has the effect of increasing/decreasing the net input of the activation 
function. The complete neuron can be described in mathematica! terms by the follow
ing equation: 

( 

N-1 J 
0 = cp B + n~O pn Wn . (6) 
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One of the most interesting and useful aspects of neural networks is their ability to 
'learn' to implement certain computations. Learning refers to the process of weight 
adjustment to achieve the desired aim. In our case we used neural networks for pattern 
classification. In this learning task there is a fixed number of categories (classes) into 
which the input vectors are to be classified. To resolve it, the neural network first 
undergoes a training session, during which the network is repeatedly presented a set of 
input patterns along with the category to which each particular pattern belongs. The 
objective is to find a set of weights that enables the network to correctly classify the 
entire set of input patterns used to train the network. Then later on, a new pattern is pre
sented to the network, which has not been seen before, but which belongs to the same 
population of patterns used to train the network. Now the task for the neural network is 
to classify this new pattern correctly. The hope is that the neural network has learned 
what features make a pattern belong to a certain category during the training fase, and 
that it successfully applies this knowledge when classifying new patterns. 

Although neural networks may sound like 'magie' black boxes that are able to per
form all kinds of complex tasks just by training the network, there are a lot of issues 
involved when neural networks are used, such as: 

• What should be used as input and output of the network, i.e. what should be the 
function that the network is supposed to perform? 

• What type of network should be used, and what type of training algorithm? 
Although the goal of every training algorithm is to find the set of weights that ena
bles the network to perform the desired function with least error, not every training 
algorithm is capable of doing so. Also the learning speed might depend on this 
algorithm. 

• How many layers should be used and how many nodes per lay er? U nfortunately 
there is no golden mie for this. However, if the network is too small (too few 
nodes/layers), then it might not be able to learn well. On the other hand, if the net
work is too large, then it might not be able to generalize well, resulting in unsatis
factory performance on new input patterns. Is that the case, then the network is 
said to be overtrained [Haykin 94, Sec. 6.10]. 

• How many patterns should be used to train the network, and which patterns of the 
population? In genera} a neural network should be trained with a set of patterns 
that represent the total population well. If this is not the case, then the network 
might use peculiarities of the training patterns to classify them. The result is that 
the network performs poorly when new patterns are to be classified. 

More in-depth information concerning neural networks can be found in [Deller 93], 
[Demuth 94], [Haykin 94] and [Yegnanarayana 94a]. In the next section the classifica
tion scheme and the neural networks that we actually used in the classifier will be dis
cussed. 
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4.3 Classification scheme 

The classification of the instants of significant excitation is carried out in two stages by 
three two-class neural networks. One network is used in the first stage and two are used 
in the second stage. The instants are represented by the same feature vector for all three 
neural networks, although one could also use different feature vectors for each net
work, of course. The neural network in the first stage is trained to classify voiced and 
silence instants, thus for training this network the unvoiced instants are not used. Once 
this network is trained, it is used to classify all instants, which will give two output cat
egories. One category will contain voiced and unvoiced instants, and the other category 
silence and unvoiced instants. The instants in each category will be the input of one of 
the networks in the second stage, which will be trained to further classify the instants. 
An overview of the complete classification scheme is shown in Fig. 11. 

Input Classification 
Stage I 

1 Intermediate 1 

1 Result 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

FIGURE 11. Overview of the complete classification scheme. 

Classification 
Stage II 

Output 

Concerning the chosen classification scheme we can note the following. 

• Examination of the distribution of the feature values of voiced and silence instants 
suggests that separation of these instants might be fairly straightforward. This has 
proven to be correct, and therefore we have chosen to perform this separation in 
the first stage. 

• It is also possible to classify all instants with just one neural network that has three 
outputs, each representing a distinct category. However, experiments have shown 
that this neural network would be larger than the ones we have used now, which 
has the disadvantage that tuning is harder, and training the network takes relative 
more time. Also, the simplicity of the applied neural networks enables us to 
grossly determine which parameters are important for which classification step. 
Hence our decision to decompose the classification into multiple stages and use 
small neural networks. 

If the input of the classifier consists of a stream feature vectors of consecutive 
instants, then it might be possible to improve performance by post-processing the out-
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put label-stream, to correct isolated errors by using the neighbourhood behaviour. 
However, whether one would like to apply a post-processor depends on the application. 
For example in synthesis applications, "incorrectly" labelled instants might not be 
noticeable when listening to the synthesized speech, and might even make the speech 
sound more 'natural'. In our scheme no use have been made of any post-processor. 

The neural networks we have utilized in the classification scheme are single-layer, 
feedforward neural networks, trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt [Demuth 94] 
training algorithm. We have chosen for this particular training algorithm since it was 
the fastest algorithm available (in the Matlab Neural Network Toolbox [Demuth 94]) 
and it has the useful property that with each iteration the error of the network is 
reduced (which is not the case with for example backpropagation). Note that the goal 
of the training algorithm is to minimize the sum squared output error of the network, 
which is the sum of the squared difference between the actual network output values 
and the desired output values. We also tried multi-layer neural networks, but these net
works did not perform well due to overtraining. 

The neural networks in the classification scheme only need to make a binary deci
sion (whether the input vector belongs to one category or the other), so for the activa
tion functions of the networks a simple threshold (step) function would be sufficient. 
However, the training algorithm requires that the activation function is differentiable 
[Demuth 94], so instead we used a tan-sigmoid function, which yields output values in 
the range of -1 to + 1. We trained the networks to produce the output value -0.98 if the 
input vector belongs to one category, and +0.98 for the other case. Although the actual 
values used are not very critical, the closer they are to the limiting values of the tan-sig
moid function, the slower the learning process [Haykin 94, Sec. 6.7]. On the other 
hand, choosing values too far from the limiting values of the tan-sigmoid function, may 
degrade performance. In testing (classification) mode, we just compare the output 
value of the neural network with a threshold value of zero to decide in which category 
the input vector belongs. In Fig. 12 a model of the neural networks we have used in the 
classification scheme is shown. 

Pa Es 

cp(x) = tansig(x) 
pi = Rs 

* 
X 

0 = cp(x) 
P2 = zs l 

P3 = Er 

1 

FIGURE 12. Model of the neural 'network' (neuron) we used in our classification scheme. Note that 
the output of the network is a continuous value between -1 and +1. 
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4.4 Optimizing classification 

The simplicity of the applied neural networks and the fact that the values of all input 
parameters are distributed over same range, make it possible to grossly determine 
which parameters are important for which classification step. This information might 
be very useful in case the classifier appears to be overtrained as a result of having too 
many (correlated) features in the feature vector. For the output O of a network with / 
input features that have values P;, we can write: 

0 = cp(B + '{ W;P;J· 
1 = 0 

(7) 

Each feature i contributes W;P; to the total sum. Since the values of the different fea
tures are distributed over the same range (from -1 to +1), the magnitude of W; com
pared to w J gives an indication about the contribution or 'importance' of parameter i 
compared to parameter j. Although this is certainly not the most accurate way of rank
ing parameters in importance, it has proven to be quite useful for determining which 
features are good candidates to be removed from the feature vector. However, one 
should be aware of the possibility that if features are closely correlated and not very 
helpful for classification, they might be assigned high weight values (in magnitude) by 
the training algorithm. In that case the weighted sum of these features would be small. 
Thus the procedure for finding a good feature vector should be an alteration of adding 
and deleting features from the feature vector, to prevent the training algorithm from 
cancelling the effect of one feature with other features. 

In Table 1 actual weight values are shown of the neural networks in the classifier 
after training the classifier with all available data (see also Section 5. 1). It can be con-

TABLE 1. Weight and bias values of the neural networks used in the classifier. 

Weights and bias of each neural network 

Classification step Wo (Es) W1 (Rs) W2 (Zs) W3 (Er) B 

1 Voi/Unv - Unv/Sil 44.79 21.81 -21.38 79.75 -19.55 

2a Voi- Unv 20.74 5.36 -1.94 -7.75 -10.35 

2b Unv - Sil -14.10 -3.04 -2.48 49.35 13.71 

cluded from the table, that feature 0 and 3 play an important role in all classification 
steps. However, note that in steps 2a and 2b the weights of these features have opposite 
signs. Also interesting is that in classification step 2b, the weights of feature 1 and 2 are 
comparable in magnitude, and equal in sign. Looking at Figures 7b and 7c (or Figures 
8b and 8c), suggests that under these conditions the features might (almost) 'cancel' 
each other, which would mean that they are not very important for that particular clas
sification step. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Datasets 

We have extracted the feature data at the automatically generated instants of significant 
excitation for several sets of speech data (using the new instant extraction algorithm). 
The speech data consists of 120 dutch (real and nonsense) words uttered by a single 
male speaker. The transcription of these words can be found in Appendix B. The 
speech is sampled at a frequency of 8 KHz, with 16 bits accuracy. All instants are man
ually labelled based on the speech waveform, spectrogram and LP residual waveform, 
and also by listening to the speech signal wherever it was necessary. This labelled data 
is divided into two sets, dataset A and dataset B. The division is done in such a way that 
both datasets include all dutch phonemes, to make them good representatives of each 
other. One set is used to train the classifier and the other set is used to evaluate its per
formance. Each dataset is once used for training and once used for testing. The test 
results using either dataset were not significantly different, so only the sum of both 
results will be shown in the next sections. 

5.2 Labelling automatically extracted instants 

In Table 2 the classification results are shown for the case that the classifier is trained 
and tested on feature vectors extracted at the automatically generated instants of signif
icant excitation. The number of incorrectly classified instants is 135, on a total of 9024 
instants in the complete dataset (error rate of 1.5%). The table shows that the classifier 
has most problems with labelling unvoiced instants. Examining the incorrectly classi
fied unvoiced instants reveals that in most cases the signal in the analysis frame is very 
similar to the signals found in voiced segments, although the whole segment should 
definitely be labelled 'unvoiced'. This suggests that either the frame width should be 
increased, and/or that the feature vector should be adjusted, to improve performance. 
Quick experiments have shown that just increasing the frame width will not give signif
icant improvements. Unfortunately we were not able to look into this matter more care
fully, due to lack of time. 

T ABLE 2. Classification results when using automatically generated instants 
of significant excitation. 

Actual category 

Identified as Voiced Unvoiced Silence 

Voiced 6005 (0.99) 56 (0.03) 10 (0.01) 

Unvoiced 31 (0.01) 1535 (0.96) 17 (0.01) 

Silence 11 (0.00) 10 (0.01) 1349 (0.98) 

Total 6047 (1.00) 1601 (1.00) 1376 (1.00) 
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5.3 Labelling periodic instants 

The importance of using instants of significant excitation for labelling compared to 
using arbitrary instants is demonstrated by the following experiment. The same set of 
features was used on the same data at instants spaced regularly every 10 ms, which is 
the frame size used in many segment-based labelling schemes. The classifier was 
trained and tested on these data sets, and the results are shown in Table 3. The error rate 
for this case is 5.1 % (which is significantly worse than the previous results), thus it is 
clear that using instants ofsignificant excitation gives much better results. 

TABLE 3. Classification results when using periodic (10 ms) instants. 

Actual category 

Identified as Voiced Unvoiced Silence 

Voiced 4995 (0.97) 103 (0.06) 77 (0.05) 

Unvoiced 83 (0.02) 1492 (0.91) 34 (0.03) 

Silence 72 (0.01) 51 (0.03) 1358 (0.92) 

Total 5150 (1.00) 1646 (1.00) 1469 (1.00) 

5.4 Discussion 

Several points are worth noting about the above results. The results show that it is pos
sible to classify the instants automatically using trained neural networks. Since the 
parameters are computed using a relatively high SNR portion of the signa!, and also 
since we do not use voice pitch or spectra! shape information explicitly, the classifica
tion is highly reliable. However, the following points should be taken into account 
when the different results are compared: 

1. The algorithm to extract the instants does not use any post-processing and this 
means that in some unvoiced and silence segments there might be large gaps 
between consecutive instants. In applications this might not be desirable. 

2. In the transition from voiced speech to silence and unvoiced, there are typically 
large gaps between the instants, which will reduce the number of errors made in 
transitions (since there appear only few instants in those regions). 

3. In some unvoiced cases the frame width of 3. 7 5 ms to calculate the features seems 
to be too small; the signa! in the frame is in those cases a very bad rcpresentative 
of the signa! up to the next instant. Most errors in unvoiced regions are due to this 
problem. 

Experiments have shown that it is not the training set that is important to get good clas
sification results, but the test set. Even when the classifier is trained with periodic 
instants and tested on instants of significant excitation, the results are much better com-
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pare to those presented in Table 3. It it therefore important to have a robust instant
extraction algorithm to get good results in practical situations. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this paper we have proposed a new approach for classification of speech segments 
into three broad categories, namely, voiced, unvoiced and silence. We have demon
strated that classification of instants of significant excitation can be done accurately 
using only a few features and a classifier based on simple neural networks. The features 
are extracted from a (short) frame of speech starting at the instant of significant excita
tion. For voiced speech this means that the features are calculated from the high SNR 
regions, and that the values obtained are highly consistent. Moreover, the features used 
for labelling do not explicitly rely on the periodicity feature and the spectra! shape, and 
are also not influenced by the pitch period. 

It is possible to think of labelling the instants of significant excitation, because 
there is a new method for extracting this information reliably from speech signals. 
Labelling instants can be done more accurately than labelling randomly chosen 
instants, as we also demonstrated in this report. And instants can also be labelled more 
accurately than regions, as some regions may contain signa! belonging to more than 
one category. The classification accuracy could even be improved by making the 
instant-extraction algorithm more robust, and by tuning analysis frame width and fea
ture vector. 

It is also possible to extend the labelling to finer categories by proper analysis of 
segments around each instant. Of course such finer classification requires extraction of 
parameters suitable for the classification task. We expect that automatic labelling of the 
instants of significant excitation could form an important step in many speech process
ing applications, such as prosodie manipulation, speech synthesis and speech recogni
tion. 
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Appendix A - Instant extraction algorithm 

In this appendix pseudo (C) code will be presented of the algorithm to extract the 
instants of significant excitation from speech signals. It should be noted that this code 
is not complete and is only included to elucidate the description of the algorithm pro
vided in Section 2. 

Calclnst 

This routine computes the locations of the instants of significant excitation and stores a 
"1" in the array Ins tan tBuf f er on the location of each instant, and "O"s elsewhere. 

Calcinst 

Il Make InstantBuffer clear. 
InstantBuffer[Everywhere] = O; 

Il CurTime is current sample-nr. 
for (CurTime = StartTime; CurTime <= EndTime; 

} 

Il Calculate PS at current sample-nr. 
CurPS = CalcPS(CurTime) 

Il Check if there is a zero-crossing between CurTime and 
Il PrevTime. 
if (CurPS >= 0 && PrevPS < 0) 

Il Calculate zero-crossing time (ZCTime). 
ZCTime = CalcZCTime(PrevPS, PrevTime, CurPS, CurTime) 

Il Update variables. 
InstantBuffer[ZCTime] = l; 
NextTime = ZCTime + CalcJumpSize(ZCTime) 

else 

Il No zero-crossing. Use interleaving. 
NextTime = CurTime + CalcinterleaveSize(CurTime) 

Il Keep track of present & history. 
PrevPS = CurPS; 
PrevTime = CurTime; 
CurTime = NextTime; 

CalcZCTime 
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Given two points of the phase slope function, one below zero (LoPS, at sample-time 
LoTime) and one equal to or above zero (HiPS, at sample-time HiTime, were HiTime > 
LoTime), this routines calculates where exactly the zero-crossing (ZC) occurs. 

CalcZCTime(LoPS, LoTime, HiPS, HiTime) 
{ 

Il Search until HiTime & LoTime are touching. 
while (HiTime - LoTime != 1) 
{ 

} 

Il Check Quality of LoPS & HiPS. 
if (abs((HiPS - LoPS) - (HiTime - LoTime)) < Some small value) 
{ 

Il Good quality. Use lowest of LoPS & HiPS to predict 
Il the ZC time, since lowest value is usually the most 
Il reliable one. 
if (HiPS < -LoPS) WalkTime = HiTime - ceil(HiPS); 
else WalkTime = LoTime - floor(LoPS); 

Il Now make sure there is always progress! 
if (WalkTime < LoTime + 1) WalkTime = LoTime + l; 
else if (WalkTime > HiTime - 1) WalkTime = HiTime - l; 

Il Bad quality. Use "binary search". 
else WalkTime = (HiTime + LoTime) I 2; 

Il Calculate WalkPS. 
WalkPS = CalcPS(WalkTime); 

Il Update Lo & Hi. 
if (WalkPS < 0) { LoPS = WalkPS; LoTime = WalkTime; } 
else { HiPS = WalkPS; HiTime = WalkTime; } 

Il Return. 
ZCTime = LoTime; 

CalcJumpSize 

This routines calculates how many samples can be skipped (jumped) right after the 
given instant of significant excitation. The jump size is calculated based on information 
from the pitch-tracker. 

Calcln terleaveSize 
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The routine CalclnterleaveSize calculates how many samples can be skipped of the 
phase slope function at the given time, without being unable to recover any skipped 
instants in voiced segments. The interleave size is calculated based on information 
from the pitch-tracker. 

CalcPS 

With CalcPS any point of the phase slope function can be calculated. The routine is an 
implementation of Equation 1 on page 5. 
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Appendix B - Datasets 

In Table 4 and Table 5 the words are shown that are contained in the two datasets we 
used for training and testing the classifier. The transcription provided in the tables fol
low the SAM-Phonetic Alphabet convention [ESPRIT 92], a system for intra-language 
phonemic representation. The datasets were originally part of a larger database 
[Pauws 94]. 

TABLE 4. Composition of dataset A. 

Nr. Transcription Word Nr. Transcription Word 

4 si f c fa f c si fefaffe 842 si g c g oo g c si gegooge 

8 sik C kak C si kekakke 845 si h oo b oo i s t si hoboïst 

48 si p c p aa p c si pepaape 848 si k c k oo k c si kekooke 

126 si h c h au h c si hehauhe 851 si m c m oo m c si memoome 

178 si d r cc g b a q k si drugbank 854 si k oo o r d ii n er r c si coo-ordinere 

191 si w e x b ee n c si wegbene 855 si z oo oo 1 oo x ii si zoo-ologie 

216 si sj cc sj c sj c si sjusjesje 856 si p c p oo p c si pepoope 

298 sik c kek c si kekekke 858 si r c r oo r c si reroore 

308 si he si he (korte eind-e) 861 si oo t c sioote oote 

309 si et c si ette 863 si t c t oo t c si tetoote 

320 si v ee au t oo si veeauto (au:tweekl) 866 si V C V 00 V C si vevoove 

347 si eet c si eete 868 si X C X 00 X C si chechooche 

367 si eh t c si ehte 870 si zj c zj oo zj c si zjezjoozje 

371 si zj c zj eh zj c si zjezjehzje 898 si v ee I p ee n si veel-peen 

373 si p 1 ei aa d c si pleiade 1003 sik C k uk C si kekoeke 

388 si ui t d ei i q si uitdijing 1014 sis c sus c si sesoese 

472 si op fik c si opfikke 1017 si sj c sj u sj c si sjesjoesje 

490 si g cc t c si gutte 1022 si XC X u XC si chechoeche 

492 si z e t g oo Il s si zet-goals 1055 sit c t uh si tetuh 

557 si i t c si itte 1056 si uh t c si uhte 

651 si d u sj j c n y si douche-je-nu 1060 si f c f ui f c si fefuife 

652 si w e t j a r x o n si wetjargon 1071 si pc p ui pc si pepuipe 

653 si vj oe si vieux 1077 si sj c sj ui sj c si sjesjuisje 

663 si h ui s k aa m c r si huiskamer 1116 si s t a m v aa d c r si stamvader 

769 si zj c zj oe zj c si zjezjeuzje 1143 si s t o f x au t si stofgoud 

772 sit c t oh si tetoh 1144 si k ei k x e I t si kijkgeld 

773 si oh t c si ohte 1157 si s i t y aa s ii si situasie 

835 si k oo aa 1 aa b er r si koalabeer 1164 si f c f y f c si fefuufe 

837 si d c d oo d c si dedoode 1187 si sj c sj y sj c si sjesjuusje 

840 si p oo ee t ii s si poetisch 1233 si d u s j z e 1 f si douche-zelf 
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Datasets 

TABLE S. Composition of dataset B. 

Nr. Transcription Word Nr. Transcription Word 

120 si b c b au b c si bebaube 1139 si d u sj w er rsi douche-weer 

122 si d c d au d c si dedaude 1142 si zwik si zwik 

JOOi si du ii t s si doe-iets 1147 sin aam x c noot si naamgenoot 

1006 sim cm u m c si memoeme 1149 si o p x ee v c si opgeve 

1009 si duo p si doe-op 1151 si v c r x aa n si vergaan 

1012 si q c q u q c si ngengoenge 1154 si d u sj x o r dei n si douche-gordijn 

1016 si ut c si oete 1156 si by at ii si buuattie 

1018 si t c tut c si tetoete 1158 si b c by b c si bebuube 

1021 si wc w uw c si wewoewe 1160 si d cd y d c si deduude 

1023 si z c z u z c si zezoeze 1162 si f 1 y ee 1 c si fluweele 

1054 si I c I uh I c si leluhle 1165 si g cg y g c si geguuge 

1058 si ui c r s si uiers 1168 si a I t r y i s m c si altruïsme 

1063 si h c h ui h c si hehuihe 1170 si j c j y j c si jejuuje 

1065 si k c k ui k c si kekuike 1172 si Ic I y Ic si leluule 

1068 si m c m ui m c si memuime 1175 sin c n y n c si nenuune 

1073 si r c r ui r c si reruire 1178 si t y m cc I t y oe s si tumultueus 

1075 si t c tui si tetui 1181 sip c p y pc si pepuupe 

1080 si V C V ui V C si vevuive 1183 si r c r y r c si reruure 

1082 si X C X ui X C si chechuiche 1185 si t c t y si tetuu 

1084 si zj c zj ui zj c si zjezjuizje 1190 si V CV y V C si vevuuve 

1113 sip a k van si pak-van 1192 si XC X y XC si chechuuche 

1119 si 1 a q v ei 1 c si lang-vijle 1194 si zj c zj y zj c si zjezjuuzje 

1121 si j a s v a Il c si jas-valle 1223 si p a k z a k c si pak-zakke 

1123 si du sj v aak si douche-vaak 1226 si s t a m z aa t si stamzaad 

1125 si w e x v a Il c si wegvalle 1229 si b a q z ee k c r si bang-zeker 

1127 si I ee f w ei z c si leefwijze 1230 si v c r z a k c si verzakke 

1129 si s t cc k w e r k si stukwerk 1232 si z cc t c si zutte 

1132 si s t a m w or r t si stamwoord 1234 si ui t z aj c si uitzaaie 

1135 si I a q w a x t c si lang-wachte 1239 si n ee m zj u r n aa Il si neem-journaal 

1137 si v r ii s w er r si vriesweer 1240 si t ii n zj u r n aa Il si tien-journaal 
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